Abstract-A square-shaped complementary split ring resonator (CSRR) filtering structure for isolation improvement is presented in this paper. The proposed research work investigates the design and development of a simple and compact CSRR structure. In order to verify the performance of the proposed filtering element and to improve the isolation among the closely placed antenna elements, arrays of configured CSRR structures are implemented between two antenna elements. An array of configured CSRR elements has been integrated with the printed antenna on the top and bottom layers. The proposed filtering elements offer an enhancement in isolation by 25 dB as compared to the simple array. The entire configuration has been simulated using the Ansoft HFSS simulator. Finally, the proposed design is fabricated and experimentally validated. In the experiment, coupling suppression of −51 dB at the operating frequency is successfully achieved, resulting in a recovery of the array pattern. The proposed antenna is highly efficient, which is suitable to be utilized for 5G communication.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the intense growth of many advanced services increases the demand for high data transmission capacity and hence high data rate. A single antenna element has a broad radiation pattern and low directivity. The antenna directivity can be increased by increasing the radiator physical dimensions, but it is impractical. Alternatively, the electrical size of the antenna can be increased by assembling an array of similar elements to increase the antenna directivity [1] . A phased array antenna consists of precisely organized, finite sized radiating elements, which are fed by a suitable feed network. Especially printed antennas are the best candidates for the phased array elements because of their advantages in terms of low profile, light-weight, low cost, and easy fabrication [2] . The mutual coupling between the antenna elements affects the terminal impedance, radiation pattern and the gain of the adaptive array [3] . To avoid the terminal impedance mismatch, the mutual impedance should be completely reactive (Z ij = 0) at resonant frequency [4] .
The mutual coupling becomes very critical in arrays where coupling arises from two reasons; free space radiation and surface wave effects [5, 6] . Various techniques have been suggested to mitigate the coupling effects by several researchers. These include open-circuit voltage method [7] [8] [9] , Sparameter method [10] , full-wave method [11] , element pattern method [12] , perturbation method [13] and calibration method [14] . These mathematical methods yield precise results; however, the complexity increases with the array size and beam scanning. Moreover, these methods require several preliminary experimental results to perform the coupling compensation.
Another simple and attractive approach to de-correlate the coupled antennas is by using metamaterials structures. Recently this method has gained popularity in the field of electromagnetics and antenna. Various artificial materials, such as electromagnetic band gap structures (EBG) [15] [16] [17] [18] , defected ground structures (DGS) [19] [20] [21] , meander line structures (MLS) [22] , high impedance surface [23] , split ring resonators (SRR) [4, [24] [25] [26] , complementary split ring resonators (CSRR) [27] [28] [29] , have been proposed to decouple the array elements. Also, various studies have reported that CSRR structures offer higher amounts of coupling suppression than others [27] [28] [29] [30] . SRR and CSRR structures are well known single negative metamaterial elements. The first model of mu-negative (MNG) SRR was originally proposed by Pendry et al. [31] . The application of Babinet's principle leads to the implementation of complementary SRR [32] . The epsilon negative (ENG) CSRR was first introduced in [33] and derived by applying duality to the SRR, replacing metal with dielectric and vice versa. The electrical and magnetic properties of the CSRR are interchanged with respect to the SRR. However, the resonant frequency of both the CSRR and the SRR should be approximately the same [33] . Therefore, in a straightforward way the resonance frequency of the CSRR can be derived from SRR. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram and equivalent circuit model of CSRR. The major advantage of the CSRR is high filtering (band-rejection) capability which is useful for coupling suppression, compact size (less than one-tenth of a λ) and easy fabrication. Several CSRR structures have been proposed only to reduce the amount of mutual coupling between array elements. This paper focuses on developing a CSRR filtering element to make the mutual impedance purely reactive in antenna arrays (Z ij = 0). This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 consists of theoretical analysis. CSRR computational modeling and verification are presented in Section 3. The filtering characteristics of the proposed CSRR are verified along with patch array antenna in Section 4 while the conclusion is made in Section 5.
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
The SRR behaves as an externally driven LC resonant circuit. The resonance frequency of the SRR unit cell is determined by the self-inductance L and capacitance per unit length C pul [31, [33] [34] [35] .
The resonant frequency (f 0 ) of the square SRR is given by
where L net and C net are the total inductance and capacitance of the structure. The net total capacitance C net can be expressed as
In Equation (2), c s and c g are the series capacitance and gap capacitance, respectively. From the general capacitance equation, the gap capacitance c g is defined as
where w and t are the width and thickness of the metal rings, respectively, and ε 0 is the free space permittivity.
The distributed capacitance c s is a function of the split gap dimension g and ring dimension a e , and is given as
The capacitance per unit length (c pul ) is calculated as
Here ε r is the effective permittivity of the medium, C the velocity of light, and Z 0 the characteristic impedance of the line. Substituting the values of c s and c g in Equation (2), we get,
The total inductance of the proposed circuit model can be calculated by using the following relation:
Here the parameter γ = 2.853 is a constant for the wire loop of square geometry, and l is the wire length which can be calculated as follows
The resonant frequency f 0 can be calculated by substituting the total capacitance and inductance in Equation (1).
BAND GAP CHARACTERIZATION ANALYSIS
In order to design the proposed CSRR, first, a square-shaped SRR is designed, and it is converted into a complementary structure. The dimensions of the proposed CSRR are listed in Table 1 . A standard 0.254 mm thickness Rogers RT Duroid material (ε = 2.2) is chosen as the substrate. The proposed CSRR is analysed by using the high frequency structural simulator (HFSS). To investigate the performance and find the stopband response of the CSRR, a pair of unit cells is loaded with the coplanar waveguide (CPW) as shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) . The unit cells are arranged in a mirror orientation, and this mirror orientation does not significantly shift the operating frequency of the CSRR. The detailed study regarding this phenomenon is presented in [36] . The unit cell simulation setup (Figure 2(c) ) shows that the CSRR structure is positioned at the middle of the waveguide. The front and back sides of a waveguide are defined as PEC walls, while its top and bottom sides are attributed as PMC walls, and the other two sides are used for the signal excitation.
The configured CSRR computed scattering parameters S 11 and S 21 are shown in Figure 3 (a). The proposed filtering elements are resonating and exhibit sharp band rejection at 25 GHz. Moreover, the electric permittivity (ε) and magnetic permeability (μ) of the proposed structure are calculated from the scattering (S) parameters as given by the following equations [37, 38] . The calculated constitutive properties are plotted in Figure 3(b) .
where the refractive index (n) and wave impedance (z) are calculated by using the following equations [37, 38] .
Here k and d are the wave number and the distance between the ports, respectively.
The calculated constitutive parameters clearly show negative responses of permittivity that can be obtained by configured CSRR.
ISOLATION ENHANCEMENT USING CSRR
The main purpose of this work is to enhance the isolation between the array elements. The printed array antenna (fed by coaxial probe) is used to demonstrate the isolation enhancement, and it is shown In this proposed work, the antenna elements are arrayed in the electric plane. In antenna arrays at some distance, the total fields radiated by the array can be found by the sum of the fields radiated by individual elements of the array.
Array pattern = (Element pattern) × (Array f actor)
The array factor of a uniformly spaced two-element linear array is given by
where W n are the complex weights (excitation coefficients) and
Here θ represents the antenna radiation angle. The effect of mutual coupling is not considered in the above formulation and is derived under ideal condition. Moreover, it is assumed that the elements of the array do not interact with each other and that the individual element radiation pattern (active element pattern) is same as the isolated element pattern. Obviously, such an assumption is erroneous in practical array antennas. Because when two antenna elements are closely placed, the current distribution on one is affected by the field radiated from the other. Due to this effect, the port impedance (active impedance) of all the array elements get modified thus severely affecting the array performance.
The solution to this problem is to bring the antenna mutual impedance (both real and imaginary parts) close to zero at antenna resonance. This condition can be achieved by increasing the isolation between the antenna elements. To improve the antenna isolation, the CSRR filtering structure is introduced between the microstrip patches. By placing single CSRR it is difficult to achieve such a good stopband response with conventional microstrip antenna. Here our concern is to enhance good bandrejection characteristics by arranging the CSRRs periodically in an array as illustrated in Figures 5(c)  & 5(d) . The CSRR filtering structures are introduced between the patches on surface and ground plan to investigate the mutual coupling suppression attributes. Figure 6 presents the computed scattering parameter responses of array antenna with presence and absence of CSRR elements. As can be observed from Figure 6 , considerable coupling suppression of 25 dB is achieved at 25 GHz when the CSRRs are placed in between array elements. Furthermore, the comparison of surface current distribution on the ground plan is illustrated when one antenna is excited while another antenna is terminated with 50 Ω impedance. Without the filtering elements, the surface current is extremely high in the terminated antenna. Furthermore, for clarification, the surface current distributions between the antenna elements with and without CSRR filtering elements are shown in Figure 7 . It clearly shows that the current flow between the antenna elements is controlled by implementing the CSRRs. The simulated mutual impedances (Z 12 ) between array elements with and without filtering elements are shown in Figure 8 . It is noticed that after implementing the CSRR the mutual impedance is close to zero. Furthermore, the ideal array pattern (without mutual coupling) is obtained by solving the above-mentioned array factor Equations (14) and (15) using MATLAB. The simulated mutual coupling suppressed and non-suppressed array patterns are compared with the ideal pattern. Figure 9 shows that compared to the simple array (without CSRR) pattern the mutual coupling suppressed array antenna pattern is closer to the ideal pattern. Table 2 summarizes the simulated values (mutual coupling, maximum gain and radiation efficiency) of the proposed design and the simple array. After implementing the CSRR's in between the array elements, the mutual coupling and nulls depth are considerably improved, and a slight improvement is also obtained in the array antenna gain, directivity and radiation efficiency. 
SIMULATION VERIFICATION

PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION
Finally, a prototype of the proposed CSRR loaded two elements printed antenna array is developed, and the performance of the antenna array is verified by using keysight PNA-L network analyser and NSI anechoic chamber. The prototype of the proposed array is depicted in Figure 10 , and the measurement setups are shown in Figure 11 . The measured results in comparison with the simulated results are presented in Figures 12 and 13 for the S-parameter and radiation pattern. Figure 12 shows the simulated and measured S parameters results of the proposed design. The measured S 11 of the array is deviated a little from the simulated one. Also, measured S 12 is better than the simulated one; however, at the required frequency it is very close to the simulated one. The slight deviation in the measured results is attributed to fabrication tolerance and the effect of measurement setup. Figure 13 shows the measured and computed normalized radiation patterns of the proposed array in the yz plane, with and without the CSRR elements. The main beam is pointing in the broadside direction with two nulls at ±50. The simulated and measured radiation patterns are in close agreement with some deviations that has been explained previously.
Furthermore, a comparison between the proposed approach and other various metamaterials based techniques is summarized in Table 3 . The proposed CSRR filtering element offers better isolation enhancement in antenna arrays than the other metamaterial structures, listed in Table 3 . 
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a simple epsilon negative (ENG) CSRR band gap decoupling structure is investigated, and simulation and experiments are performed. From the experimental results, −51 dB isolation has been achieved at the operating frequency by implementing the proposed design. The improvement in isolation results in a recovery of the array pattern, which is evident from the pattern measurement performed. The computed and measured results conclude that employing the CSRR's in between the radiators offers an excellent coupling reduction. The advantage of the proposed design is its small size (equal to λ/10) and ease of fabrication compared to other metamaterial structures. This isolation enhancement band gap structure can be used in various compact antenna arrays. In future, this work can be continued to analyze the performance of CSRR along with numerous array elements in a linear and a planar array configurations for different element spacings to obtain compact and accurate beam steering array. 
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